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CREDITS
Category 1 CME
The Conemaugh Health System is accredited by the Pennsylvania Medical Society to provide continuing 
medical education for physicians. Conemaugh Health System designates this live activity for a maximum 
of twelve and a half (12.5) AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)TM.  Physicians should claim only the credit 
commensurate with the extent of their participation in the educational activity.

ANCC Contact Hours
This activity is awarded twelve and a half (12.5) contact hours.
Conemaugh Health System is an approved provider of continuing nursing education by the Pennsylvania 
State Nurses Association, an accredited approver by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s 
Commission on Accreditation.

EMS
Credits have been applied for through Southern Alleghenies EMS Council.

CE Hours
CE Hours:  This program has been approved for twelve and a half (12.5) CE credit hours by the Conemaugh 
Learning Institute Department of Continuing Education. 

Conemaugh Health System is the 
largest healthcare provider in west 
central Pennsylvania, serving over 
a half-million patients each year 
through the Conemaugh Physician 
Group and Medical Staff, a network 
of hospitals, specialty clinics and 
patient focused programs. 

Conemaugh Memorial 
Medical Center, known for 
clinical excellence, is the most 
technologically sophisticated 
medical center between Pittsburgh 
and Hershey and is home to the 
highest level of care designations 
for Neonatal (Level 3) and Trauma 
Care (Level 1). 

PURPOSE
Examining the statistics of deaths 
from a traumatic event, there is a 
set pattern of 
• 50% Immediate 
• 30% Early 
• 20% late
 With further analysis, 90% of 
the early and late deaths are 
preventable with immediate and 
appropriate medical intervention.  
This is a challenge in accidental 
trauma, but in intentional mass 
casualty incidents, often considered 
impossible.  The KTEMS program, 
using data collected from recent 
military experience, will investigate 
how healthcare providers can 
improve the outcomes in accidental 
and intentional traumatic events in 
a safe and efficient manner. 



REGISTRATION
Register online at www.conemaugh.org/learninginstitute.
Deadline to register is May 17, 2017. Walk-in registrations WILL NOT be accepted. 
Cost - Payment must be sent at the time of registration.
  CHS employees – No Charge    CHS Medical Staff – $100/day
 Physicians - $175/day     PA-C/CRNP - $125/day
 Nurses - $75/day     FT Students and Residents – $60/day
 Pre-Hospital Providers - $35/day (Discounted rate made possible by a grant from 1889 Foundation.)

Make checks payable to “CMMC” or phone Continuing Education at 814-534-9782 to pay by credit card.  
No refunds will be issued after May 17, 2017.  Refunds requested prior to this date will be assessed a $25 
processing fee.  The Department of Continuing Education reserves the right to cancel this program due to 
lack of registrants. 
  

LODGING
Limited rooms are reserved @ $179/night plus $10 resort fee/night (cancellation fee may apply).  
Call 800-422-2736 for reservations and use reference code:  1088LA

ACCESS
Conemaugh Health System encourages qualified persons with disabilities to participate in its programs and activities.  
If you anticipate needing any type of accommodation or have questions about the physical access provided, please 
contact Continuing Education. 

DISCLOSURE
The Planning Committee for this educational activity, Russell Dumire MD, Jami Zipf RN, Tom Causer RN, Gayle Denk 
and Mindy Stohon, have no significant financial interests or relationships with any manufacturers of commercial 
products or services to disclose. 
Faculty and all others who have the ability to control the content of continuing education activities sponsored by 
Conemaugh Health System are expected to disclose to the audience whether they do or do not have any real or 
apparent conflict(s) of interest or other relationships related to the content of their presentation(s).  
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9:40 - 10:10 a.m.
The GHOST of Trauma • Russell Dumire, MD
You may not see it, but the GHOST “Golden Hour Optimization for Surgical Treatment” is saving lives.  
Dr Dumire teaches us how to use the GHOST of our trauma system.

10:10 - 10:30 a.m. - Break

10:30 - 11 a.m.
Getting an A+ and a Golden Star • Bradley Golden, DO
Still a major killer for our patients, airway and ventilation deserves special attention.  Dr. Golden will tune up our 
approach to the A’s. 

11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Active Shooter, EMS Care in the Warm Zone • James Gregory, MD
Many of the fatalities that occur in mass casualty incidents are due to the fact the patient did not receive medical 
treatment fast enough.  Military has solved this problem by having treatment start immediately in a hostile 
environment.  Dr Gregory will share his military and civilian experiences on this issue.

12 - 1  p.m. - Lunch

1 - 1:45  p.m.  
Alice, Learning to Fight Like a Girl • Dan Blackburn & Erin Kabler
“Fight for your life!”  In an active shooter incident, you need a plan to survive or go down fighting.  This session shows 
you how to survive a hostile environment. 

1:45 - 2:15  p.m.  
Adding an S to Alice - Stop the Bleeding • Louis Alarcon, MD
“Stop the Bleed” is more than a statement; it is a well organized approach to immediate treatment for the hemorrhag-
ing victim.  Dr Alarcon will show us you don’t need to be a surgeon to control severe bleeding.

2:15 - 2:45  p.m.  
Alice and Work, Effectiveness of Alice’s Ghost • Robbin Melnyk
Show and tell! Ms Melnyk will show how an organized approach to an active shooter makes a difference. 

2:45 - 3 p.m. - Break

3 - 3:30  p.m.  
Extremes in Trauma, Challenges in Managing the Young & Elderly • David Gnugnoli, DO
With very little “reserve in the tank” the young and elderly cannot handle even the most minor trauma.  We need to un-
derstand what is causing the patient to fail, other than their injuries.  Dr. Gnugnoli will provide insight into the killers 
behind the trauma!

3:30 - 4  p.m.  
Trauma Recovery including Behavioral Medicine • Richard Kutz, PsyD
Not becoming a victim does not end after the incident is over.  Far too many health care professionals suffer from the 
psychological trauma from what we see and do.  We all need to know to treat ourselves properly.  Dr Kutz will doctor up 
our mental/psychological health. 

4 - 5  p.m.  
Q & A with Reflections on the Sessions • Russell Dumire, MD
Presenters on panel to discuss challenges of region. Solving the puzzle.  Dr Dumire ,with assistance from the 
presenters, will organize all the parts of the puzzle we studied during the conference and pull together a clear 
picture and direction so we can optimize our approach to saving life in these extreme situations.

5 p.m. - Closing & Evaluations 

May 24, 2017

May 25, 2017

    8 - 8:30 a.m. - Registration
    8:30 - 8:40 a.m. - Welcome & Opening • Russell Dumire, MD

8:40 - 9:40 a.m.  
Trauma Care in the Rurel Setting • Richard Sidwell, MD  
Sad fact, the chances you will not survive a traumatic event in the rural setting is 15:1 compared to urban setting.  Dr. 
Sidwell will examine how to change this statistic! 

9:40 - 10:20 a.m. 
Critical Care Management of Trauma & Emergency Surgery Patients • Allan Philp, MD 
Preparing for the worst = ability to manage all.  Dr Philp will explain how to be ready for the worst.  

10:20 - 10:40 a.m. - Break

10:40- 11:20 a.m.  
The Dirty Side of Trauma: Complex Infections in the Trauma Patient • Alison Wilson, MD 
One of the most common complications.  Those “dirty bugs” attack our patients when they are at their weakest.  How do 
we battle these dirty bugs?  Dr Wilson will show us the best practice. 

11:20 a.m. - 12 p.m.
High Octane Review • Moderator James Gregory, MD
Panel discussion with morning speakers. Always known for his ability to pull the best and worst out of any situation, Dr 
Gregory will work his magic to maximize our understanding of the morning sessions.   

12:30 - 1:30  p.m. - Lunch

1 - 2  p.m.  
State of Trauma Affairs • Russell Dumire, MD    
One for all, all for one!  Dr. Dumire’s vision on making a “region of trauma care excellence”.

2 - 2:40  p.m. 
Insult to Injury, Medical Condtions & Trauma • Daniel Wehner, MD  
Fact, over 40% of our trauma patients are over 65 years old.  They bring a whole bag full of medical issues waiting to 
cause problems.  If these medical issues are not managed concurrently, it will be a sure fired way of failure. Dr Wehner 
guides us through this challenge.

2:40 - 3 p.m. - Break  

3 - 3:40 p.m.
Killer Crystalloids • Shawna Morrissey, DO 
Fluid resuscitation, once felt to be a life saving procedure now viewed as a dangerous tool if not used correctly, may 
cause major complications and even death.  Dr Morrissey will teach us how to properly use this tool.

3:40 - 4:30 p.m.
High Octane Review • Moderator James Gregory, MD (Panel discussion with afternoon speakers.)

4:30 - 5 p.m. - Closing & Evaluations • Russell Dumire, MD

    8 - 8:30 a.m. - Registration
    8:30 - 8:40 a.m. - Welcome & Opening • Russell Dumire, MD

8:40 - 9:40 a.m.
Organizing a Trauma System in Rural America • Richard Sidwell, MD
Building on information from day 1, Dr Sidwell will explain how he and his colleagues developed a course (RTTDC 
Rural Trauma Team Development Course) to improve the 15:1 odds of rural trauma survival.


